An idealized eddy-resolving numerical model and an analytic three-layer model are used to develop ideas about what controls the circulation of Atlantic Water in the Arctic Ocean. The numerical model is forced with a surface heat flux, uniform winds, and a source of low-salinity water near the surface around the perimeter of an Arctic basin. Despite this idealized configuration, the model is able to reproduce many general aspects of the Arctic Ocean circulation and hydrography, including exchange through Fram Strait, circulation of Atlantic Water, a halocline, ice cover and transport, surface heat flux, and a Beaufort Gyre. The analytic model depends on a nondimensional number, and provides theoretical estimates of the halocline depth, stratification, freshwater content, and baroclinic shear in the boundary current. An empirical relationship between freshwater content and sea surface height allows for a prediction of the transport of Atlantic Water in the cyclonic boundary current. Parameters typical of the Arctic Ocean produce a cyclonic boundary current of Atlantic Water of O(1 2 2 Sv; where 1 Sv [ 10 6 m 3 s 21 ) and a halocline depth of O(200 m), in reasonable agreement with observations. The theory compares well with a series of numerical model calculations in which mixing and environmental parameters are varied, thus lending credibility to the dynamics of the analytic model. In these models, lateral eddy fluxes from the boundary and vertical diffusion in the interior are important drivers of the halocline and the circulation of Atlantic Water in the Arctic Ocean.
Introduction
The Arctic Ocean plays an important role in the global climate system through its absorption/reflection of solar radiation (which is strongly dependent on the presence of sea ice), as a conduit for freshwater input from rivers, and through water mass modification by exporting both fresh buoyant surface waters and dense salty deep waters. The Arctic Ocean is a semienclosed marginal sea that is connected to the lower-latitude oceans through several shallow and/or narrow passages. It is connected to the Nordic seas through the Fram Strait, which is relatively narrow and deep (2600 m), and the shallower Barents Sea (200-300 m). The exchange through the upper 1000 m of Fram Strait is dominated by an inflow of warm and salty Atlantic Water and an export of cold freshwater near the surface and dense salty water at depth.
There is a large freshwater input to the Arctic Ocean through river runoff and precipitation. The water entering through Bering Strait is generally fresher than the inflowing Atlantic Water so, relative to that salinity, the Pacific inflow is also a source of freshwater. Because of this, the surface waters over the shelves in the Arctic are much fresher than the Atlantic water entering through Fram Strait. This buoyant water of shelf origin is carried into the interior near the surface, leading to the salinitydominated stable stratification and the halocline. The processes by which this freshwater is transported to the basin interior are not well known, but it is thought that both baroclinic eddies (e.g., Manley and Hunkins 1985) and wind forcing (e.g., Pickart et al. 2013 ) may be important. This stable stratification allows the surface waters to become very cold and for ice to form. This provides an effective barrier to strong exchange between the waters below the upper halocline and the atmosphere, although there is a net heat loss of O(2 2 10 W m
22
) from the ocean to the ice (e.g., Maykut 1982; Krishfield and Perovich 2005) . This is much less heat loss than is found over the warmer, ice-free waters in the Nordic seas, which is O(50 W m
) (Isachsen et al. 2007 ). Two of the most prominent features of the Arctic Ocean are the halocline and the circulation of Atlantic Water.
The Atlantic Water splits into three main branches in the northern Nordic seas [ Fig. 1 , adapted from Rudels et al. (1994) and Rudels (2012) ]. One branch recirculates south of, or just to the north of, Fram Strait. The two remaining inflows through Fram Strait and the Barents Sea merge near the Barents Sea outflow and continue cyclonically around the Eurasian Basin. Part of this transport separates from the boundary near the Lomonosov and Nansen-Gakkel Ridges and flows back toward Fram Strait, while the remainder continues cyclonically around the Eurasian Basin and into the Canada Basin (Rudels et al. 1994; Aksenov et al. 2011) . The transports in each of these branches are not well known, but sparse mooring measurements by Woodgate et al. (2001) estimate the boundary current transport approaching the ridge from the east to be 5 6 1 Sv (where 1 Sv [ 10 6 m 3 s
21
), with 3 6 1 Sv turning back toward Fram Strait along the Lomonosov Ridge and another 3 6 1 Sv found to the west of the ridge in the cyclonic boundary current.
The complexities of the Arctic Ocean, including ice freezing and melting, shelf-basin exchange, the combined importance of salinity and temperature, and the range of possibly important forcing mechanisms, have made it difficult to develop a simple, conceptual model that describes the dominant features of the Arctic Ocean and relates them to the basic forcing parameters. Comprehensive models suggest that all of wind, heat, freshwater forcing, and the seasonal cycle are important; however, even these complicated models do not always produce consistent basic circulation patterns (Proshutinsky et al. 2011; Karcher et al. 2007; Holloway et al. 2007) . The goal of the present study is to develop a simple, minimal model of the Arctic Ocean that is able to reproduce two prominent elements of the region-the halocline and the circulation of Atlantic Water-and to understand how these depend on the basic parameters of the system.
An idealized numerical model of the Arctic Ocean a. Model configuration
The basic problem of the Arctic Ocean circulation is first considered using an eddy-resolving configuration of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) primitive equation general circulation model (MITgcm; Marshall et al. 1997) . The model domain consists of three basins: a southern reservoir of warm, salty water (the North Atlantic); a northern semienclosed basin (the Arctic Ocean); and a basin that connects these two (the
FIG. 1. Bottom topography and schematic of the Atlantic Water circulation in the Arctic Basin
[modified from Rudels et al. (1994) and Rudels (2012) ].
NOVEMBER 2013 S P A L L Nordic seas) (Fig. 2 ). Although the model is clearly very idealized, and not intended to represent the real world in any detailed manner, names based on the real geography will be used to describe the model configuration and in discussion of the results. The maximum bottom depth is 1000 m, with a 100-km-wide region of sloping topography around the basin perimeter. The actual Arctic Ocean is much deeper than 1000 m, but the main focus of this study in on the circulation in the Atlantic layer (shallower than 1000 m) and development of the halocline. There is a 300-m-tall ridge that separates the Arctic Basin into eastern and western subbasins, analogous to the Lomonosov Ridge and the Eurasian and Canada Basins. The ocean circulation model is coupled to an ice model with thermodynamics that simulate ice thickness and concentration, based on the two-category model of Hibler (1980) . The albedo reflects that of wet (0.66) or dry (0.75) ice, depending on if there is sufficient heat flux to form melt pools. The two-category ice model uses a so-called zero-layer thermodynamic model to estimate ice growth and decay. The zero-layer thermodynamic model assumes that ice does not store heat. This is not an issue for the present application because there is no seasonal cycle. The ice model dynamics are elasticviscous-plastic (Hunke and Dukowicz 1997) .
The model is forced by restoring the ocean surface temperature toward an atmospheric temperature with strength 30 W m 22 8C
21
. This is a rough approximation for the sensible and latent heat fluxes, which increase as the air-sea temperature difference increases. With the objective of keeping the model simple, short-and longwave radiation are ignored. The atmospheric temperature is shown in Fig. 2 by the colors. It is coldest in the middle of the Arctic Basin and warms toward the south (even though this is an f plane, for the purpose of discussion north is toward the center of the Arctic Basin in the model). This air temperature is similar to the annualmean atmospheric temperature at 10 m from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), although the general behavior is not sensitive to the details of the atmospheric temperature as long as it is sufficiently cold to form ice in the Arctic Basin. The model is also forced with a uniform wind speed of 2.5 m s 21 directed from the upper right to the lower left in Fig. 2 . This wind speed and direction are similar to the annual-mean winds in the central Arctic. This wind is not realistic over the Nordic seas or the western Arctic Basin; however, a uniform wind is used here to demonstrate the circulation that results in the absence of any wind stress curl. There is no precipitation or evaporation at the surface. Freshwater forcing is introduced by restoring the model salinity to a value S 1 5 31 over the upper thickness h 1 5 50 m within 100 km of the outer boundary (over the sloping bottom) in the Arctic Ocean for y . 2350 km. This is intended to represent the processes that transport freshwater from the shelf, which is provided by river runoff and transport through Bering Strait, across the shelf break. The dynamics that control this exchange likely occur on very small scales that would be difficult to resolve in a basin-scale model and on high-frequency atmospheric forcing, which is not represented in this simple model. However, an advantage of this approach is that it also allows for direct control of the amount of freshwater near the coast in order to directly deduce its influence on the interior circulation and halocline (both salinity S 1 and thickness h 1 will be varied).
This cooling and freshening at high latitudes is balanced, in an integrated sense, by restoring the model temperature and salinity toward uniform values of 68C and FIG. 2. The model domain and forcing. Atmospheric temperature is indicated by the colors (8C), bottom topography by the white contours (250-m contour interval). There is a uniformly sloping region 100-km wide around the basin perimeter and a ridge 300-m tall in the Arctic Basin that is perforated by two gaps. The wind speed is uniform at 2.5 m s 21 and directed as indicated by the vector in the upper right corner of the figure. To the south of y 5 350 km, the model temperature and salinity are restored toward 68C and 35, respectively.
S 2 5 35 within the North Atlantic region (y , 350 km) with a time scale of 30 days. This provides a source of warm, salty water and allows for equilibrium solutions to be attained. The mass flux out of this restoring region is not specified, but instead emerges as part of the solution. It is inherently assumed that mixing energy and external sources of salt and heat are available to maintain this source of water, independent of whatever happens in the active basins to the north. Similar restoring regions have been used by Spall (2004 Spall ( , 2011 Spall ( , 2012 . Temperature and salinity are advected with a third-order direct space-time flux-limiting scheme (MITgcm tracer advection option 33; http://mitgcm.org). There is no explicit horizontal diffusion of temperature or salinity. Density is calculated from temperature, salinity, and depth using the relation from Jackett and McDougall (1995) .
This configuration and forcing are of course a gross simplification of the actual subpolar and polar seas, but their simplicity, and the reduced size of the basin compared to the real ocean, allows for higher resolution in the model and for systematic variations of parameters and simplified diagnostics of the model fields. In particular, this approach clearly separates the boundary region with sloping bottom topography from the flat interior. As will be discussed below, these two regions are dynamically distinct and the interaction between the two provides the key framework with which to understand the model results. The simplified atmospheric forcing also allows us to retain what appear to be the minimal components that produce the primary elements of the Arctic Ocean and Atlantic Water circulation. Additional forcing mechanisms not considered here, such as wind stress curl, a seasonal cycle, precipitation and evaporation, long-and shortwave radiation, and low-frequency variability, are surely important for many aspects of the Arctic hydrography and circulation, but perhaps not necessary for the basic existence of the halocline and circulation of Atlantic Water.
The model is initialized at rest and run for a period of 100 years. The initial temperature field is uniform at 21.958C, approximately the freezing point of water, although there is initially no sea ice. The initial salinity field is 35 everywhere except in the upper 100 m within the Arctic Basin, where it is 31. This provides an initial halocline in the Arctic, although a calculation initialized with salinity 35 everywhere produces essentially the same results. The upper ocean equilibrates in 30-40 years, while the deep ocean (below 700 m) is still slowly warming after 100 years. The quantities diagnosed below (halocline depth, surface salinity, ice thickness, and surface heat flux) do not vary significantly after 50 years of integration, although the transport of Atlantic Water in the cyclonic boundary current decreased by 15% between years 50 and 100, so there is some drift remaining in the system.
b. Model results
The mean circulation and hydrography of the above model calculation are first described and compared with observations from the Arctic Ocean. The temperature, horizontal velocity (every 10th grid point), and salinity at 162.5-m depth, averaged over the final 20 years of integration, are shown in Fig. 3 for the northern Nordic seas and Arctic Basin. This depth, near the base of the halocline and top of the Atlantic Water, was chosen to indicate the general circulation pattern within each layer. The vertical structure is indicated in the vertical sections discussed later in the paper. A cyclonic circulation develops in the Nordic seas, with warm, salty water flowing northward along the eastern boundary and colder, fresher water flowing southward in the western basin (only the northern part of the Nordic seas is shown here). Some of the warm water recirculates to the south of the model Fram Strait, and some (approximately 6 Sv) flows into the model Arctic Basin. Within the Arctic Basin, there is a cyclonic boundary current of relatively warm and salty water. The transport in this boundary current around the western basin is approximately 2 Sv. There is also an anticyclonic circulation of O(5 Sv) of colder, fresher water in the interior, most evident in the basin to the west of the ridge. This freshwater is seen flowing over the northern gap in the ridge into the eastern half of the Arctic Basin, leading to a weaker anticyclonic circulation there. It is somewhat surprising that the model produces such an anticyclonic circulation given that the observed anticyclonic circulation of the Beaufort Gyre is commonly thought to be driven by the anticyclonic wind stress curl (Proshutinsky et al. 2009 ). The anticyclonic circulation in the model is driven primarily by anticyclonic ice stress curl driven by the gradient in ice velocity across the western basin (Fig. 5 , described in greater detail below). Much of the water that flows into the Arctic Basin leaves the eastern boundary downstream of the inflow and recirculates through the eastern part of the Arctic Basin and flows back into the Nordic seas. Similar flow patterns are found at deeper depths, although the temperature and salinity are much more homogeneous. Thus, the model produces three main circulation pathways for the Atlantic Water: one that recirculates to the south of Fram Strait ('7 Sv); one that recirculates in the eastern Arctic Basin ('4 Sv); and one that flows in a cyclonic boundary current around the Arctic Basin ('2 Sv). These circulation pathways agree, in a general way, with the dominant circulation of Atlantic Water described by Rudels et al. (2008) , Fig. 1 .
The mean exchange through the model Fram Strait is dominated by a nearly barotropic inflow of warm, salty Atlantic Water and a barotropic outflow of slightly cooler, salty water and a strongly baroclinic outflow of cold, freshwater near the surface (Fig. 4) , consistent with the observed inflow in the upper 800 m. The mean northward transport through the strait is 5.6 Sv. This is similar to, but somewhat smaller than, directly measured northward transports through the strait of 7-8 Sv (Marnela et al. 2012) . Other estimates place the northward transport closer to 10 Sv (Fieg et al. 2010) . The net liquid freshwater flux through the model strait (relative to 34.92) is 63 mSv. This compares well with observational estimates of 65 mSv (Rudels et al. 2008) , 50-60 mSv (Marnela et al. 2012) , and 80 mSv (Rabe et al. 2009 ). The net transport per unit depth through the strait (Fig. 4d) shows that the Arctic Basin in the model acts largely as an estuary with a net inflow of dense water and a net outflow of lighter (fresher) water. There is also a net outflow at depths below 600 m at lower temperature than the inflowing water. Such a double estuary driven by freshwater input and cooling has been the basis of previous conceptual models of the Arctic by Stigebrandt (1981) and Rudels (1989) .
Because the model is in steady state, the exchange through the model Fram Strait is consistent with a basin integral of the potential vorticity budget and the flux through the strait. However, the inflow and outflow transport and potential vorticity are not specified through a lateral boundary condition, as in Yang (2005) , rather the exchange is determined by the dynamics and buoyancy forcing within the basin. For a linear, two-layer buoyancydriven flow, information propagates along characteristics that are given by the bottom topography and are in the direction of topographic wave propagation (Spall 2005) , into the basin on the right-hand side of Fram Strait and out of the basin on the left-hand side of the strait. In this case, the mixing within the basin determines the potential vorticity and location of the outflowing water on the lefthand side of the strait, the potential vorticity of the outflowing water does not determine the mixing within the basin. In the end, the same budget constraints are satisfied but the interpretation of cause and effect is opposite.
The mean sea ice thickness and ice velocity are shown in Fig There is also an anticyclonic circulation of sea ice of several centimeters per second in the western basin where the ice is actually moving into the wind. This general pattern and magnitude are consistent with the observations of Serreze and Barry (2005, p. 184) , even though there is no wind stress curl in the model. In the present case, the stress imparted on the ocean by the southward-flowing ice is responsible for the anticyclonic curl and forcing of the anticyclonic circulation in the western basin.
The halocline is perhaps the most prominent feature of the Arctic hydrography. The model produces a strongly stratified, fresh surface layer that overlies the deep, weakly stratified warm and salty Atlantic Water. The depth of the model halocline, taken here to be the 34.6 salinity surface, is shown in Fig. 6a (vertical sections of salinity and temperature, clearly showing the halocline, will be discussed in the following section). It is approximately 285 m in the center of the western basin and less than 100 m around the basin perimeter. The influence of freshwater flowing from the western basin into the eastern basin over the northern ridge gap is evident and leads to a deepening of the halocline in the eastern basin. The halocline depth is very similar to the depth-integrated transport streamfunction in the basin interior (not shown). The recirculation of Atlantic Water in the eastern basin is driven by the strong gradient in upper ocean salinity in the basin interior. This gradient is provided by the contrast of halocline waters that originated in the western basin (fresh) and those that originated in the eastern basin (salty). Details of this transition, and the resulting geostrophic currents, depend on details of the ridge (gaps and height), but such a gradient and southward flow is always found in the model. Note the similarity between the salinity at 162.5 m, the halocline depth, and the recirculation in the eastern Arctic Basin.
Another measure of the amount of freshwater in the upper ocean is the freshwater content, defined as the vertical integral of the salinity relative to S r 5 34.8 down to the depth where S 5 S r or the bottom, whichever is less: The freshwater content is shown in Fig. 6b . It is striking how uniform the freshwater content is within the interior of the basin. It is approximately 10-11 m in the western basin and 9 m in the eastern basin. It is much more homogeneous than salinity or halocline depth. This is a consequence of no surface salinity forcing and no Ekman pumping, and is an indication that there is strong lateral stirring within the basin interior. Because the total salt content is nearly constant in the basin interior, vertical diffusion must be responsible for variations of halocline depth. The freshwater content is zero where the Atlantic Water flows into the basin and gradually increases cyclonically around the basin. This is partly a result of vertical diffusion bringing freshwater downward FIG. 5 . Mean ice thickness (m) and velocity (every 15th grid point).
FIG. 6. Mean (a) depth of the halocline (m; defined as 34.6 salinity surface) and (b) freshwater content (m; relative to 34.8). The white contour in (a) is the region used to calculate the average halocline depth, surface salinity, freshwater content, and surface heat flux for comparison with the theory in section 3. below the restoring region, which maintains low salinity in the upper 50 m. The observed long term-mean freshwater content is O(15 m)-somewhat larger than that found in the model, but still of similar order of magnitude (Proshutinsky et al. 2009 ). The observed maximum in the center of the Beaufort Gyre is not represented in the model, likely because of the lack of Ekman pumping driven by wind stress curl (the ice stress curl in the model is very weak).
Although the Atlantic Water is largely shielded from the atmosphere because of the halocline and ice, there is still a net heat flux from the ocean to the ice. The mean heat flux is shown in Fig. 7 (Maykut 1982; Krishfield and Perovich 2005) . The increase toward the eastern boundary is also consistent with the estimates from Krishfield and Perovich (2005) .
The halocline and the cyclonic boundary current
The main objective of this study is to gain insight into what maintains the halocline and basic circulation of Atlantic Water in the Arctic Ocean. Although the numerical model described in the previous section is quite idealized with respect to the real ocean, it does produce circulation patterns and transports, ice cover, and heat and freshwater fluxes that are in general accord with observational estimates and more realistic ocean models. As such, the numerical model is now used to aid in the development and testing of a conceptual model of the Arctic halocline and cyclonic Atlantic Water boundary current. The conceptual model will make clear how the basic characteristics of the Arctic depend on the buoyancy forcing and environmental parameters.
The mean circulation of Atlantic Water in the western basin, where the halocline is most developed, is along the sloping topography. A section of the temperature, salinity, and meridional velocity across the boundary current at y 5 3100 km is shown in Fig. 8 . The halocline is indicated by low temperature and salinity in the upper 200 m over the flat interior. Near the boundary, the halocline thins to the upper 50-100 m and gets fresher as the near-surface restoring region is approached. Below the halocline the water is relatively warm, salty, and weakly stratified. The warmest water (between 1.58 and 2.08C) is found over the sloping bottom, but water between 18 and 1.58C is found throughout the interior. Recall that this layer was initialized at 21.958C. A remnant of that cold initial water is still found below 800-m depth, where there remains a slow warming trend after 100 years integration. The velocity of the warm layer over the sloping bottom is O(5 cm s 21 ) and southward, marking the cyclonic boundary current. Similar velocities are observed in the Atlantic cyclonic boundary current (Woodgate et al. 2001 (Woodgate et al. , 2007 Aksenov et al. 2011) . The Atlantic Water boundary current is largely barotropic below the halocline with most of the shear provided by the halocline slope. The general pattern of high sea surface height and a deepening of the halocline in the basin interior is consistent with the observed hydrography of the Canada Basin as discussed, for example, by Zhang and Steele (2007) . Their interpretation is that the anticyclonic wind stress curl in the Beaufort Gyre is responsible for the deepening of the halocline. A different mechanism is invoked here, namely the influence of vertical diffusion and the change of dynamical regimes from the boundary into the interior. While vertical diffusion is active throughout the basin, it results in a much deeper halocline in the interior than near the boundaries. This is because the lateral advection of high-salinity water required to balance the deepening due to vertical diffusion is very different over the sloping bottom than it is in the basin interior. The cyclonic boundary current advects high-salinity water in the Atlantic layer relatively quickly while the eddy flux into the basin interior is much slower. A rough scaling for the advective time scale in the boundary current is l/V 5 3 years, where V 5 0.05 m s 21 is the mean speed in the boundary current and NOVEMBER 2013 S P A L L fluxes into the basin interior is much slower (as evident in the theory below), enabling vertical diffusion to deepen the halocline in the interior. This difference in dynamical regimes is what leads to the lateral gradient in the depth of the halocline seen in Fig. 8 and, through thermal wind, the cyclonic boundary current of Atlantic Water. It is clear that heat and freshwater from the boundary region are transported into the basin interior in order to maintain the stratification and vertical heat flux found there. This transport is achieved by eddies formed from the boundary current over the sloping bottom. An example of eddies transporting freshwater off the western boundary at the surface is shown in Fig. 9a . (Eddies are defined as deviations from the time mean and as such may not always be characterized as isolated, coherent vortices.) There are two dominant horizontal scales that transport low-salinity surface waters offshore: larger meanders or protrusions of O(100 km) and very small features of O(25 km). It is likely that these smaller features are only marginally resolved with the 6.7-km model grid, so higher resolution may enhance the role of these small eddies. The large features are found extending all the way down through the Atlantic Water, while the small-scale features are surface trapped and have signatures only in the upper part of the halocline (Fig. 9b) . Sometimes the deep and shallow eddies appear to be coupled, but this is not always the case. This suggests that there are two unstable modes active in the exchange between the boundary and the interior, one acting on the lateral density gradient near the surface of the halocline, which has a small vertical scale (h 1 ), and one acting on the density gradient of opposite sign at the base of the halocline, which has a much larger vertical scale (h 2 ).
A variety of eddies carrying water from the boundary into the interior have been found in the interior of the Arctic basins in both the halocline and the deeper Atlantic layer (Aagaard and Carmack 1994; D'Asaro 1988; Manley and Hunkins 1985; Muench et al. 2000; Timmermans et al. 2008) . The shallow halocline eddies in the Canada Basin most commonly contain cold and fresh waters of Pacific origin (Plueddemann et al. 1998) , which are thought to be formed from the shelfbreak jet along the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas (Manley and Hunkins 1985; D'Asaro 1988; Pickart et al. 2005; Spall et al. 2008 ). Thermohaline intrusions also appear to be an important mechanism for the lateral exchange of temperature and salinity anomalies between the boundary current and the interior (Walsh and Carmack 2003) , although they occur on scales too small to be resolved in the present numerical model.
The lateral eddy salt flux and heat flux averaged around the perimeter of the western basin are shown as a function of distance from the boundary and depth in Fig. 10 . The salt flux is negative in the upper 50 m and positive below. The change in sign of the salt flux occurs at the depth at which the horizontal gradient in the mean salinity changes sign. The negative eddy salt flux corresponds to the transport of freshwater toward the basin interior, while a positive flux is found for the transport of salty water. The pattern in Fig. 10a is indicative of an exchange of water between the boundary current and the basin interior in both the upper and lower parts of the water column. This general pattern is to be expected because there is no freshwater flux at the surface in the interior and the mean flow across topographic contours is weak. This requires that the integrated lateral eddy salt flux from the boundary into the interior is small, so that there must be a balance between the upper-and lower-layer salt fluxes. This provides a key constraint for the analytic model below. The lateral eddy heat flux is positive throughout the water column (Fig. 10b) . This is also consistent with eddies being shed from the boundary because the boundary current is warmer than the interior at all depths. The eddy-driven exchange between the boundary and the interior motivates a simple three-layer approach to understanding the mean state of the boundary current and halocline. A similar two-layer model has been applied previously to convective basins subject to cooling (Spall 2004 (Spall , 2010 and combined precipitation and cooling (Spall 2012 ). The main difference here is that the interior is not a homogeneous water mass, as assumed in these previous studies, but is instead characterized by a stratified halocline overlying a homogeneous layer of Atlantic Water (Fig. 11 ). The conceptual model consists of three layers: a cold, fresh surface layer around the basin perimeter; a warm, salty layer of Atlantic Water at depth; and a halocline of thickness h c , extending from the surface to the Atlantic Water in the basin interior. The cold, fresh layer is of thickness h 1 and salinity S 1 , both assumed to be known, and represents river runoff and inflow of Pacific Water. Processes on the shelf, not represented in either the numerical model or this simple analytic model, determine the thickness and salinity of this layer. The salinity and temperature of the Atlantic Water (S 2 and T 2 , respectively) are also assumed to be known because the Atlantic Water is largely isolated from the atmosphere once it enters the Arctic Ocean. These two water masses constitute the forcing in this conceptual model. The halocline is assumed to be uniformly stratified with surface salinity S 0 and salinity of S 2 at a depth of h c .
A salt balance may be written for the interior of the basin as
where P is the basin perimeter, A is the surface area in the basin interior, the eddy salt fluxes are the component into the basin interior, and E is the net evaporation minus precipitation (included here for completeness, but taken to be zero for the remainder of the study). A possible solution, in the absence of precipitation or evaporation, is that the eddy fluxes from the boundary are zero in both layers 1 and 2. This would result in uniform salinity and thickness for the upper layer and an infinitely sharp transition from S 1 to S 2 at depth h 1 . However, any mixing in the interior would then make steady-state solutions impossible because there would be no way to balance the diffusive flux. The alternative is that the net freshwater flux offshore in each layer is balanced by vertical diffusion within the halocline. In other words, the freshwater fluxed offshore in the upper layer is diffused downward to balance the salt fluxed offshore in the lower layer. This then requires that
where k is a constant vertical diffusion coefficient. The eddy fluxes will be parameterized following Visbeck et al. (1996) and Spall (2004) to be proportional to the product of baroclinic shear in the boundary current and the change in salinity between the boundary current and the interior:
The subscript k refers to the layer and V k is the baroclinic shear across layer k. The salinity S ik is the halocline salinity averaged over h k . A simple linear equation of state is assumed as r 5 r 0 1 b S (S 2 35). The nondimensional c k has been found to be nearly constant at 0.025 for a variety of flat bottom models and laboratory FIG. 11 . Schematic of the three-layer model consisting of the cold, fresh shelf water of thickness h 1 and salinity S 1 ; the warm, salty Atlantic Water of salinity S 2 and temperature T 2 ; and the stratified halocline of thickness h c 5 h 1 1 h 2 with surface salinity S 0 and temperature at the freezing point T f . Lateral eddy fluxes from the boundary currents across sloping isohalines balance vertical diffusion in the halocline interior.
experiments of baroclinic instability (Visbeck et al. 1996) . The constant decreases for a sloping bottom roughly in accordance with linear instability theory and, for steep topography, c is typically reduced by an order of magnitude (Spall 2004; Isachsen 2011) . It is assumed that the stratification is sufficiently strong that the upper layer does not feel the bottom slope, so that c 1 5 0.025; c 2 will be taken to be 0.0025 for calculations with topography and 0.025 for the calculation with a flat bottom. Although this choice is not well constrained, the results below are not overly sensitive to the value of c 2 . The main point is that c 2 c 1 for cases with bottom topography.
It is assumed that the upper and lower layers can be parameterized separately, as in (4). There are at least two other possibilities. One is that the upper layer is passive with temperature and salinity anomalies carried off the boundary in the upper layer by instabilities that grow on baroclinic shear V 2 . The parameter dependencies that result from this assumption are nearly the same as is found below, differing only by an O(1) constant. A second possibility is that the two layers are coupled and the fluxes depend in some more complicated way on the layer thicknesses and mean shear. While this seems possible, simple parameterizations as (4) are not available for such a system and so it will not be considered further.
If it is assumed that the halocline layer is uniformly stratified, the vertically averaged change in salinity between the boundary and the interior may be written as S 1 2 S i1 5 S 1 2 S 0 2 0:5(S 2 2 S 0 )h 1 /(h 1 1 h 2 ) and (6) S 2 2 S i2 5 0:5(S 2 2 S 0 )h 2 /(h 1 1 h 2 ) .
In the interest of obtaining simple analytic solutions, it is assumed that h 1 h 2 , or that the halocline is deep compared to the thickness of the freshwater coming off the shelf. This is generally a good assumption, and eliminates the second term on the right-hand side in (6) and the scale factor proportional to h 2 /(h 1 1 h 2 ) in (7). It is equivalent to assuming that salinity is constant from the surface down to depth h 1 . Making use of (4), (5), (6), and (7), there are now two equations [(2) and (3)] and two unknowns: the surface salinity in the interior S 0 and the layer thickness h 2 . These can be combined to obtain a single equation for S 0 . It is useful at this point to nondimensionalize the equations, representing the surface salinity S 0 through a scaled salinity anomaly D as 
It can be shown that there is only one physically consistent solution with 0 , D , 1. The nondimensional constant l controls the solution and is entirely determined by the parameters that define the problem. It can be interpreted as the eddy advective time scale over the diffusive time scale. The halocline thickness, nondimensionalized by the freshwater layer thickness near the boundary (i.e., h 1 ), can then be written as
The halocline approaches the thickness of the near boundary shelf water as D / 0, while the halocline becomes infinitely deep as D / 1. The halocline depth also depends on the relative efficiency of the eddy fluxes. For a sloping bottom, c 2 c 1 and h c . 1. For a flat bottom, c 2 5 c 1 and, for the same surface salinity, the halocline will be thinner. Another quantity of interest is the freshwater content of the halocline. This is the vertically integrated salinity relative to a reference salinity S r , as in (1). The nondimensional reference salinity may be defined by d 5 (S 2 2 S r )/(S 2 2 S 1 ). It is assumed that the reference salinity is 90% between the lowest salinity S 1 and the Atlantic Water salinity S 2 , or d 5 0.1. The freshwater content may then be written as the sum of the freshwater anomalies integrated over each layer thickness. This can be written in dimensional form as
The first term is the contribution from the salinity anomaly over layer h 2 , which is the product of the average salinity anomaly relative to S r and the layer thickness for which the salinity exceeds S r . The second term is the contribution from the upper layer, assumed here to be of uniform salinity S 0 . This may be written in nondimensional terms as
The solutions are controlled by the nondimensional parameter l. For l 1, the lateral eddy fluxes are large. This requires a sharper halocline (thin, fresh) for vertical diffusion to be able to balance the eddy fluxes. For l 1, the halocline is deep and relatively salty. In this limit, the eddy fluxes are weak, allowing diffusion to deepen the halocline and diffuse salt upward. Wide variation in l is most easily controlled by variations in the vertical diffusion k because the other parameters are more strongly constrained by basin geometry and the range of typical oceanic parameters. The system is also sensitive to the shelf depth or the thickness of the freshwater near the boundary. Increasing the vertical diffusion or surface area makes the system more diffusive (increases l), while increasing the lateral flux by eddies from the boundary (increasing the perimeter P, the source of freshwater through h 1 or S 2 2 S 1 , or the velocity of the boundary current through decreasing f 0 or L or increasing b S ) makes the halocline thinner and fresher (decreases l).
Solutions for the halocline thickness, surface salinity, and freshwater content are shown in Fig. 12 as a function of l. The halocline depth varies most strongly with l, increasing as l 0.5 for l 1. The halocline depth varies from the freshwater layer thickness for small l to about 70 times this thickness for l 5 10 2 . The surface salinity varies smoothly from S 1 for l 1 to S 2 for l 1. It is not clear from (13) how the freshwater content depends on l because we can expect it to increase with increasing layer thickness and to decrease with increasing salinity, both of which happen as l increases. For very weak mixing, or small l, the freshwater content approaches 1. This means that the surface water near the boundary has simply spread over the interior and has maintained its low salinity and layer thickness. As l increases, the freshwater content increases until l 5 O(1), where it peaks at about 50% more freshwater content than is near the boundary. For weak mixing, the theory predicts a lateral gradient in freshwater content and halocline depth, as is observed, as a result of eddy fluxes and vertical mixing, even in the absence of wind stress curl in the basin interior. Further increases in l result in a decrease in F because of the increase in the salinity of the halocline. As the salinity approaches the reference salinity, the freshwater content goes to zero.
The value of l for the real Arctic Ocean is difficult to calculate with much certainty, but a rough estimate is possible. Typical parameters for the Canada Basin are for the numerical model results described in section 2, l 5 0.08. The nondimensional formulation makes for a compact and intuitive presentation, but the controlling parameter l is not a familiar one and interpreting the results in terms of the real Arctic Ocean is difficult. The theory is now compared directly with results from the numerical model for a range of values of the vertical diffusivity. The theory predicts a halocline depth of 224 m, while the average halocline depth within the circle indicated on Fig. 6a is 270 m. The surface salinity predicted by the theory is 32.31, while that found in the model is 32.38. These results are indicated graphically on Fig. 13 by the asterisk. Model runs with higher and lower values of k have also been carried out, as indicated by the squares.
1 The general pattern and magnitude of the halocline depth and surface salinity predicted by the theory compare well with the model results. The model slightly over predicts the halocline depth for all values of k; however, the dependence on diffusivity is fairly well represented. For k , 10 26 m 2 s 21 , it is likely that numerical diffusion due to the advection scheme is becoming important, and so the results may have reached a practical limit controlled by model resolution and numerics. However, the theory suggests that reasonable halocline thicknesses and surface salinities are maintained with relatively small values of vertical mixing is lower than predicted by the theory (Fig. 13b) . This is because the deep salinity is reduced by the very large vertical diffusion to 34.1, while the curve assumes S 2 5 35 for all values of k. The model surface salinity compares well with the theory if S 2 is taken to be 34.1 instead of 35 (this is done in Fig. 14b ). Another quantity of interest for maintenance of the ice cover and for climate is the heat loss from the ocean to the ice. This can be calculated from the theory, once the halocline depth is known, as the vertical diffusion of heat from the Atlantic Water through the halocline:
where the surface temperature has been assumed to be the freezing temperature of water T f . The heat flux predicted by (14) is compared to the average surface heat flux in the basin interior in Fig. 13c . The theory predicts the dependence on k fairly well, although it consistently under predicts the heat flux by O(1 W m
22
). This is likely due to advective effects in the model. The theory assumes that all heat is diffused upward from the Atlantic Water layer; however, the eddies shed from the boundary carry heat into the interior throughout the halocline (Fig. 10b) . This provides an advective means to get heat near the surface in addition to diffusion from below. There may also be some upward diffusion owing to model numerics for small k, as surmised from the halocline depth.
The theory also predicts that the halocline properties depend on other parameters, such as the salinity and thickness of the surface layer near the boundary, the Coriolis parameter, and the bottom slope (through the constant c 2 ). The model has been run for 50 years varying Table 1 . The surface salinity near the boundary has been restored toward values ranging from 29 to 33, the thickness of freshwater near the boundary h 1 has been restored to 25, 75, and 100 m, the Coriolis parameter was varied by 650% and, finally, the bottom slope around the Arctic Basin was flattened. In the theory for this calculation, the stability constant for the second layer was set to the same value as for the first layer (c 2 5 0.025)-appropriate for baroclinic instability over a flat bottom. The diagnosed halocline depth for each of these calculations compares reasonably well with the theory (Fig. 14a) . Although the halocline thickness is most sensitive to the vertical diffusivity, the general trend predicted for these other parameters is reproduced in the numerical model. A notable dependence is that the halocline depth is much thinner for the flat bottom calculation (star; 195 m versus 270 m for sloping bottom). This is because, with a flat bottom, the Atlantic Water boundary current is much more unstable, resulting in a stronger flux of salt offshore for a given baroclinic shear. Because this offshore flux must be diffused upward, the halocline thins such that 1) the baroclinic shear is less (reducing the eddy flux) and 2) the vertical salt diffusion is increased. The surface salinity in the model for each of these runs is compared to the theory in Fig. 14b . Not surprisingly, the surface salinity depends strongly on the surface salinity near the boundary (diamonds), but depends only weakly on the Coriolis parameter (squares) and the bottom slope (star). Thicker freshwater layers near the boundary also result in a fresher halocline. The freshwater content is also well predicted by the theory (Fig. 14c) . As expected, the freshwater content increases considerably for increasing freshwater near the boundary (salinity S 1 or thickness h 1 ). The flat bottom also reduces the freshwater content. 
Transport of Atlantic Water
The predictions from the three-layer model of the halocline/boundary current system compare reasonably well with diagnostics from the numerical model. These measures, however, deal primarily with the baroclinic structure of the boundary current, while a quantity of much interest is the transport of Atlantic Water in the cyclonic boundary current. This requires, in addition to the baroclinic shear, knowledge of a reference velocity, or the barotropic mode, for the boundary current. Because the buoyancy budgets, baroclinic instability parameterization, and thermal wind constraints used in the above theory depend only on the baroclinic shear, they cannot be used to estimate the barotropic mode. It also cannot be assumed that the deep velocity is weak so that a dynamic height could be calculated relative to a level of no motion, as in Steele and Ermold (2007) . If the velocity at any depth could be predicted then, using the above theory, one could directly estimate the boundary current transport and its dependence on the parameters of the system. While a general theory for the barotropic mode is not available, the model output has been used to identify a useful relationship between the sea surface height change across the boundary current and the change in freshwater content across the boundary current. A similar relationship between sea surface height and freshwater content has been previously seen in the Arctic in both general circulation models (Zhang and Steele 2007) and observations (Steele and Ermold 2007; Morison et al. 2012) . A least squares fit of the change in sea surface height versus the change in freshwater content across the boundary current was obtained for each model calculation. Figure 15 shows that these quantities are approximately linearly related with a slope of a 5 0.0078. The theory provides an estimate of the change in freshwater content between the boundary and the interior (F 2 F b ), where F b 5 (S r 2 S 1 )h 1 /S r is the freshwater content near the boundary. This may be used with the empirical result to get an estimate of the change in sea surface height. Assuming a geostrophic momentum balance at the surface, this provides a reference velocity from which estimates of the absolute transport in the boundary current can be obtained. The total transport of Atlantic Water in the cyclonic boundary current can then be written as
The first term is the northward transport due to the sloping sea surface height, integrated over the full depth of the water column H (the barotropic term). The second term is the baroclinic shear due to the downward sloping isohalines as the halocline deepens into the interior, integrated over a depth h 2 (the baroclinic term). This gives rise to a barotropic transport over the depth below the halocline (H 2 h 1 2 h 2 ). This baroclinic shear is generally large enough to overcome the sea surface height gradient and result in a southward (cyclonic) transport of Atlantic Water (e.g., Fig. 8 ). The magnitude of the southward transport predicted from (15) is shown in Fig. 16a as a function of k, all other parameters as for the central calculation. One would see the same functional dependence on l. The baroclinic term generally dominates the barotropic term, making the overall behavior less dependent on the empirical relationship used to obtain the barotropic mode. The theory predicts transports of O(1-2 Sv) for weak mixing. It is interesting that the magnitude of the Atlantic Water circulation is relatively insensitive to variations in k (or l) in the weak mixing regime. Because there are two competing effects, the transport changes by only a factor of O(2) for a change in mixing by three orders of magnitude. As mixing gets weak, the halocline becomes shallower (h 2 / 0), which reduces the baroclinic shear. However, as mixing becomes weak the salinity within the halocline decreases, increasing the density anomaly and the lateral density gradient b S (S 2 2 S i2 ), which increases the baroclinic shear.
For sufficiently large mixing (or l), the direction of flow in the lower layer is reversed. In this case, there is a strong basin-scale anticyclonic circulation at all depths, eliminating the cyclonic boundary current of Atlantic Water. There are three competing effects. The transport initially increases with increasing diffusivity because the halocline deepens and the baroclinic shear is integrated over h 2 . However, as the halocline gets very deep, the thickness of the Atlantic Water layer below the halocline is reduced (the H 2 h 1 2 h 2 term). There is also a smaller effect of reduced transport for increasing diffusivity because the lateral density gradient, b S (S 2 2 S i2 ), is reduced. The model transport is roughly in accord with the theory with values of O(2 Sv) for weak diffusivity and rapidly decreasing to zero with large diffusivity. The model fails to reproduce the reduction in transport for very weak diffusion, most likely because of numerical diffusion limiting the properties of the halocline (Fig. 13a) .
A similar dependence of the strength and direction of the circulation of Atlantic Water in the Canada Basin on vertical diffusion was found in a series of comprehensive general circulation models by Zhang and Steele (2007) . Table 1 .
Their interpretation relied more heavily on the influences of anticyclonic wind stress curl in the Beaufort Gyre, but also noted that the depth and salinity of the halocline varied in the same sense as predicted here and that this played a central role in the strength of the cyclonic Atlantic Water boundary current.
The transport predicted by the theory is compared to the model transport for all of the runs in Fig. 16b . Most calculations compare well, and show little sensitivity of the transport to the model parameters. This is because most model runs are carried out with l 5 O(10 21 ), which is near the theoretical peak in Atlantic Water transport. The largest discrepancies are generally found for the variations in k but, as seen in Fig. 16a , this is due to small errors in h c for small k and a rapid transition to weak Atlantic Water transport for large k. The transport for the reduced Coriolis parameter is too weak in the model (square), which is a puzzle because the model and theory compare well for halocline thickness, surface salinity, and freshwater content. This appears to be due to a failure of the empirical relationship to determine the sea surface height gradient correctly.
Discussion and summary
An idealized eddy-resolving general circulation model forced by surface heat flux, uniform winds, and a parameterization of river runoff was found to reproduce a reasonable circulation of Atlantic Water, a Beaufort Gyre, exchange through Fram Strait, mean ice cover and transport, halocline depth, surface heat flux, and freshwater content. A three-layer analytic model was developed to aid in the understanding of what controls the basic characteristics of the numerical model results. The assumption that the halocline is maintained by lateral eddy fluxes from the boundary current and vertical diffusion in the interior provides the necessary conditions to obtain analytic solutions for the halocline depth, surface salinity, and freshwater content. A single nondimensional number controls most aspects of the analytic solution. Making use of an empirical relationship between sea surface height and freshwater content, the theory can also be used to predict the transport of Atlantic Water in the cyclonic boundary current. The theory compares well with a series of eddy-resolving numerical model calculations in which the vertical diffusivity, salinity and thickness of water coming off the shelf, the Coriolis parameter, and bottom topography were varied. The model halocline is maintained by lateral eddy salt fluxes of opposite sign originating from the boundaries (fresh in the upper halocline and salty in the lower halocline), with vertical diffusion in the halocline closing the salinity budget. Some level of vertical mixing in the halocline is required, but the theory and model show that realistic halocline properties and transports of Atlantic Water are obtained even for very weak mixing of magnitude consistent with observational estimates.
The ultimate driving force for the cyclonic circulation of Atlantic Water in the model is the salinity contrast between the salty Atlantic Water and the freshwater coming off the Arctic shelves. Vertical mixing is required to convert this into potential energy, which then drives the horizontal circulation. This is fundamentally different from the warm, cyclonic boundary currents driven by open ocean deep convection, as found in the Labrador Sea and Nordic seas (Spall 2004 (Spall , 2011 (Spall , 2012 , and as would be found in the Arctic in the absence of sea ice, although boundary currents and eddy fluxes are important in both cases. The role of freshwater fluxes driving the circulation of Atlantic Water into the Arctic Basin is consistent with previous estuary models of the Arctic (e.g., Stigebrandt 1981; Rudels 1989) , but these models assumed that all of the Atlantic Water was mixed into the halocline. In the present theory, the circulation of Atlantic Water in the cyclonic boundary current is stronger than the amount mixed into the freshwater layer because a much larger recirculation is required in order to support the lateral eddy fluxes that balance mixing in the interior. The exchange and mixing is regulated by the ability of eddies to transport water from the boundary current into the basin interior.
The primary role of the wind is to drive ice out of the Arctic Basin by piling it up against the North American continent (and the resulting Coriolis force advecting it through Fram Strait). This export of ice is important for balancing the net heat flux with the atmosphere. Calculations with no wind quickly develop unrealistically thick ice in the Arctic. In addition to largely insulating the surface, ice influences the circulation primarily by exerting a stress at the ocean surface. Calculations in which this ice stress forcing of the ocean is removed show a loss of the anticyclonic circulation in the western basin and an enhancement of the eddy fluxes from the boundary. The enhanced eddy fluxes indicate that the instability of the boundary current is suppressed by ice cover. Because the boundary current is more unstable, the halocline in these calculations is thinner and fresher, as expected from (10). A very similar, thin, fresh halocline is found for a calculation forced only by freshwater near the boundaries and salty water in the North Atlantic (no wind, heat flux, or ice model). This supports the conclusion that it is the freshwater forcing that is responsible for the basic circulation and halocline in the model.
The primary goal of this study was to develop a simple theoretical framework to understand the large-scale characteristics of the Arctic Ocean, primarily the circulation of Atlantic Water and the halocline. The key conceptual advance is to balance lateral fluxes of salt from the boundary with the vertical diffusion of salt in the basin interior, and to parameterize those salt fluxes in terms of the dominant water masses. In the present configuration, the lateral fluxes are driven by baroclinic instability of the boundary currents. It is likely that additional flux mechanisms, not considered here, are also important in the real Arctic. Interleaving is thought to contribute to the lateral spreading of Atlantic Water from the boundary current into the interior (Walsh and Carmack 2003) . If a parameterization of this process were available, it could be readily built into the salt balance as in (2). It is also likely that Ekman transport associated with easterly winds along the coast of Alaska, and the anticyclonic wind stress curl in the interior of the Canada Basin, flux a significant amount of low-salinity water at the surface into the basin interior (Yang 2006; Proshutinsky et al. 2009 ) and could also be included in the salt budget. The eddy-driven model considered here provides an interesting starting point from which to consider additional forcing mechanisms and physical processes.
